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Introduction 

Most of the books in this Catalogue formed the personal building reference library of William Peter Anelay and Charles Anelay, 

father and son, who were, in turn, successors the York construction firm, established in early 1740s in Doncaster and known 

locally in York as ‘Anelays’ and which was wound up last year.  

The business was founded by John Thompson 1714-1771 in Doncaster and remained based there until the end of the 19
th

 

century. John Thompson is recorded as having worked on the Mansion House in Doncaster in 1747, designed by James Paine, 

and a copy of Paine’s sumptuous book on the project is in this collection. Thompson’s daughter married into the Anelay family. 

His wife’s brother Thomas Anelay joined Thompson in the firm and after his death took over the business beginning a dynasty of 

Anelays running the firm.  

From the outset the Anelays specialised in brickwork and masonry; this having been Thompson’s main trade for many years. 

These building skills remained a core area of the business till its closure and they are reflected in the range of books on masonry, 

brickwork and lime which that we have included in the pages of the catalogue. 

The end of the 19
th

 century the firm relocated from Doncaster to York, mostly because of friendship between the architect, 

Walter H. Brierley and two brothers, William Anelay and Thomas Anelay then running the firm. Brierley, whose architectural 

career spanned the period c1886-1926 had come to York as an assistant, then a partner, in the architectural firm originally 

established by John Carr of York.  Anelays constructed many of Brierley’s designs including in York, the “Headmaster’s House” at 

the King’s Manor,  Brierley’s own house, Bishopbarns in St Georges Place, Goddards, for Noel Terry , the chocolate manufacturer 

and Thorpe Underwood in Tudor style employing lots of architectural salvage long before others did. The firm also became 
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involved in repair projects for Brierley, working on his projects for restoration and extension of churches throughout Yorkshire 

and beyond and in recent years conservation was a core part of the business.  Contemporary books on plasterwork, stone 

masonry, carpentry and joinery are particularly well represented in this catalogue.  One of the major authorities on plasterwork 

was George Bankart, for instance, and his three major publications, the latter two being co-authored with this son, are included. 

He made the plasterwork ceilings at Brierley’s own house. Through Gimson, Bankart had been introduced to William Morris and 

a number of other leading architects and craftsmen including Mervyn Macartney and W.R. Lethaby and possibly this were how 

he met Brierley too. 

Brierley died in 1926 but Anelay’s continued to flourish as master builders to a wide range of clients. Over the years the firm 

won many awards for their contributions in conservation and restoration as well as for new builds including for another highly 

regarded York architect, George Gaze Pace, who, amongst other projects, designed distinctive new churches which often 

combined traditional and modern elements. 

All in all, the books in this collection reflect the skill sets of William Anelay Limited covering all the building trades. Furthermore 

they span the whole period of the firm’s work, which was undoubtedly all the better informed by the personal collecting 

interests for relevant books pursued by William Peter Anelay and his son Charles. This catalogue is a very strong collection of 

books on British traditional building techniques and the associated arts, which are the basis of building conservation. They have 

contemporary relevance for anyone interested or involved professionally in craftsmanship, built structures and architectural 

conservation.  

Illustrations on covers: Front cover: Scaffolding from an original woodcut.. Rear cover from Laxton’s frontispiece items no 112 

and 113 
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Sources on Style 

1. AMERY, Colin. (editor)  Period Houses and their Details  London and New York Architectural Press/Wiley Library of Design 1974 

15pp introduction [4] + 212pp plates which are line ills and b/w photographs. Large 4to. Very good with good dust wrapper. Based 

on “the Practical Exemplar of Architecture” produced by Mervyn MacCartney in the early years of the 20th century, this book 

similarly and accurately records building details and is therefore useful to designers and architects involved in the care of old 

buildings. [ 19349] £35 

2. [CARR] WORSLEY, Giles. (editor) WRAGG, Brian. The Life and Works of John Carr   Wetherby, Oblong Books  2000 252pp 

illustrated with b/w plates and line ills and including a gazetteer of known works by John Carr. New, Fine in dw. Hard back edition 

beautifully produced. Short print run. Although he worked from York and most of his work was in the north of England, John Carr 

was an architect of national standing, admired by his contemporaries. [ 18063] £45 

3. CARÖE W. D., Tom Tower Christ Church, Oxford. Some Letters of Sir Christopher Wren to John Fell, Bishop of Oxford.  Oxford The 

Clarendon Press 1923 127pp. Illustrated with numerous photographs of the Tower and other buildings by Wren, architectural 

drawings, facsimiles of the letters, engraved views, portraits of Wren and other figures. 4to.  Original cloth, gilt devise on upper 

board and gilt lettering on the spine. Rubbed at head and base of spine and cloth a little worn at edges but internally very good 

copy. A collection of unpublished letters from the  Christopher Wren to design the great tower leading into the quadrangle 

courtyard of Christ's Church, Oxford. The book gives an thorough account of Wren's early career as a scientist and his early 

architectural achievements leading up to the Oxford commission. Wren's letters to the Dean of Christ Church are printed in their 

entirety with a commentary by the author.  [19119] £95 
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4. CRUICKSHANK, Dan, & Peter Wyld. London: The Art of Georgian Building London The Architectural Book Press Limited  

(1975) 1982 232pp, b/w plates & ills of Georgian house details including windows, door cases, facades etc.. Wrappers version. 

Very good indeed. Important reference for Georgian building details. .[19270] £30 

5. GIBBS, James. [Introduced by] BARMAN ,Christian. Rules for Drawing the Several Parts of Architecture [1738] Llanvaplet Richard 

Sidwell 2000 Facsimile reprint of the second edition.[ix] + 40pp + lxiv b/w plates. Small folio. Quarter cloth, marbled boards, 

printed paper label. (Spare label in book).  Nicely produced facsimile reprint. 2nd edition of a very widely used architectural 

pattern book. [19208] £80 

6. [JEWITT] CARTER, Harry. Orlando Jewitt Wood Engraver  London Oxford University Press 1962 48 + [2]pp illustrated with b/w line 

ills. Decorated end papers. Small 4to. Very good with dust wrapper. Thomas Orlando Sheldon Jewitt was an architectural wood 

engraver. His wood engravings were used to illustrate many architectural texts before the advent of photographic processes.    [ 

19338] £15 

7. JONES, LANG, WOOTON & SONS Post War Office Buildings in the City of London and its Environs  London Jones, Lang, Wootton & 

Sons 1955 41pp, b/w plates including paste down of the St Paul’s Cathedral area. 4to. Green gilt lettered board. Very good copy. 

Includes details of Gresham Square area and Finsbury Park area. Images show exterior of proposed and in some cases completed 

projects. Architects and contractors given with short descriptions of the buildings. Architects include Sir John Burnett, Tait and 

Partners, Robin Seifert et al. Fascinating book. [17906] £68 

8. JONES, LANG, WOOTON & SONS Post War Office Buildings in the City of London and its Environs Second Phase London Jones, 

Lang, Wootton & Sons 195768pp illustrated with colour and b/w plates. 4to. Marron gilt lettered cloth. End papers are maps of 

London showing location of office buildings. Very good copy.[17907] £68 
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9. KENDALL, Henry Edwards. Designs for Schools and School Houses Parochial and National.  

London John Williams 1847 Tinted lithographed title with hand coloured lettering, 20 

lithographed plates, of which 8 are tinted. Facing texts within decorative borders. Folio 

440x330mm gilt  blocked on upper board, blind stamped on lower with gilt spine lettering. 

Slightly bumped on corners and head and base of spine else a very good copy. Illustrates 

designs for schools and school houses with plans and perspective views of completed projects. 

Named projects include Childerditch 

School, Essex and the Commercial School, 

Bury St. Edmunds. Kendall was an 

advocate of gothic style and urged its use 

in school design. In the 1850s many British 

schools were built adopting this style. 

Kendall, an architect was seemingly more 

interested in the design of the building 

than how the school might operate as an 

educational establishment and therefore his ground plan do not always 

“work” as spaces for education.  An important text on school design 

nonetheless. [19248] £495   

10. MACAULAY, James. The Gothic Revival 1745-1845  Glasgow Blackie 1975 xx+451pp with 194 b/w photos throughout. Large 4to 

with very good. d/w. Authoritative study focusing on Northern England and Scotland. Includes appendices on ecclesiastical and 

secular buildings in Scotland and Northern England and extensive bibliography and references. [19189] £35 
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11. PACE, Peter. The Architecture of George G. Pace  London:  B T Batsford,  1990 288 pages, 300 b&w and 14 colour photographs, 

100 line drawings and plans plus bibliography and references. Boards in dust jacket, vg. A detailed account of the built and written 

works of the 20th-century architect, George G Pace. Many of Pace's ideas raise issues at the heart of today's debates about  

modern architecture and design. Includes a useful gazetteer of projects. The author, Peter Pace, is George Pace’s son, and is 

himself an architect specialising i. the conservation 

of churches and other ancient buildings. [19185] 

£35 

12. PAINE, James. Plan, Elevations and Section and 

other Ornaments of the Mansion House belonging to 

the Corporation of Doncaster London The Author 

1751[6], 3 [1]pp., 22 plates ie 17 as 4 have been 

assigned 2 numbers 2.3 5/6 78/ 9/10.  Small folio.  

Reverse calf. Rebacked, repaired on corners. New 

spine label.  Paine was working in South Yorkshire at 

Nostell Priory and its vicinity when he produced this 

book which must have assisted in the development 

of his career.  Arguably, Doncaster Mansion House 

was his first major project and launched his 

architectural career and he had been employed 

there from 1745. Spine repaired else a very good 

copy. “John S. Wright’s book.” Signed on title page 

by Richard Atkinson. Half title also has signature of 
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previous owner and is inscribed.   Very scarce.  The founding builders of the Anelay dynasty worked on this project. Harris 668.  

[19213] £4,250 

13. PAINE, James. (1717-1789)  Plans, Elevations and Sections of Noblemen and Gentlemen’s Houses and also of Stabling,  Bridges, 

Public and Private temples and other garden buildings:   Two parts bound in one volume Farnborough (Hants.),  Gregg Press 1967 

[58] p., [175] leaves of plates : ill. (some folded), plans. Folio. Maroon cloth. Good copy.  Facsimile reprint in one vol. of the 1st 

ed., 2 vols., London, J. Paine, 1767-1783. Good copy of this massive study of James Paines’ building schemes. Very useful resource 

as the original editions of these works are exceptionally hard to find. [19304] £220 

14. SALMON, William. (1703-1779):  Palladio Londinensis or The London Art of Building in 

three parts. Part I. Containing such geometrical problems as are necessary .Part. II 

containing plain and easy Direction for the constructions of the five orders.... Part III. 

Contains a description of the several kinds of stair-cases; ... To which is annexed, the 

builder's dictionary; London: Printed for Messr. Ward and Wickstead, A. Ward; J. Clarke; 

and J. Oswald  1734 [12],128,[26]pp 37 plates, many folded + 2pp advertising leaf at the 

end Small quarto. Full calf, raised bands. Original binding. Split on hinge.  Widely used in 

its day as a pattern book for builders. Although it includes much on the orders it also 

includes material on estimating for materials. First edition. Very good copy.  (illus. 

opposite) Harris 793 [ 19229] £900 
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15. WARE, Isaac. A Complete Body of 

Architecture. Adorned with Plans and 

Elevations, from original Designs. In which 

are interspersed some Designs of Inigo 

Jones, never before published.  London 

Printed for J Rivington, L David and C 

Reymers, R Baldwin, W Owen, H 

Woodfall, W Strahan and B Collins 1767 

[17] + blank + 748 + [4]pp. Engraved 

frontis and decorated title page and 114 

plates including 14 folded, 12 with two 

numbers. All plates called for in the index 

of plates are present. Plates numbered 1-30, 30-37,37, 39, 39,39-42, 45, 47-49, 48-82, 82-83, 82-

96,98-99, 101 -107,110-111,110-112,112-122.  Folio ,Rebound, quarter green morocco. Raised 

bands, red spine label, red spine label, gold tooling. Text organised in 10 books covering different 

aspects of architecture and design including  terms, materials, situation, orders, building types. 

Features particular houses including Rokeby Park in Durham,  Wrotham Park in Hertfordshire, , 

Chesterfield House, Mayfair [demolished 1937] and other central London residences. Some 

pages affected slightly by worm holes, paper thinned c p21 else a very good copy. Signature of Edward Smith, Highworth on title 

page. The book was initially published in 1756  “at the high point of Palladianism” [ Kerry Downes] A magnificent book. Harris 907[ 

19220] £2,950  
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Masonry and Mortars  

16. ASHURST, John Conservation of Ruins  Butterworth-Heinemann 2007 344pp with colour and b/w plates throughout. Laminated 

boards. Like new. Conservation of Ruins defines and describes the risks faced by ruined buildings, which range from neglect, to 

destructive archaeology, and even well-meaning intervention in the name of tourism. The book provides detailed, practical 

instruction on the conservation and stabilization of ruins by structural and non-structural means, as well as describing the 

procedures and conditions that need to be in place to ensure the protection of our important historic sites. In considering aspects 

of architectural conservation, archaeology and ecology together for the first time, this book provides an integrated view of this 

international topic that will be essential reading for those working in this field   [19289] £45 

17. BAKER, Ira O. A Treatise on Masonry Construction  New York/London John Wiley & Sons/Chapman and Hall Limited (1889) 1898 

Eighth edition. xv + 556pp + 16 page publishers catalogue. b/w line illustrations and tables in the text comprising 160 fig + 65 

tables. 6 b/w fold out plates at the end.  8vo. Cloth, upper board crockled, ownership inscription to the fep. Internally very good. A 

comprehensive study, dealing with materials, their preparation and application.  The materials section covers natural stone, limes 

and cements, bricks, the second part discusses quarrying, stone cutting etc and the third part concerns uses and applications.  

Appendices provides specifications and recipes for mixing products. [ 19335] £45 

18. BENNETT, T. P.,  Architectural Design in Concrete  London Ernest Benn LTD 1927 24pp + 100 b/w plates period ads. 

Photographs  by F.R.Yerbury. 4to cloth boards illustrated dust wrapper in archival sleeve, VG. Inserted colour postcard of Koln Am 

Rhein. A well-illustrated overview of concrete architecture. The plates illustrate the use of concrete in building projects; (from the 

Introductory information): "...contemporary architects have been forced to regard concrete as a building material of increasing 

importance and to give it a place of prominence in design which was unknown in the nineteenth century..."; examples from 
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Breslau, Germany Centennial Hall; a  Restaurant in Cologne; The Leipzig Exhibition Hall; a concrete exhibition structure in Cologne; 

British pavilion at British Empire Exhibition Wembley; a garden pavilion Ramsgate England; San Diego California monument at 

Balboa Park, Fine Arts Building, Los Angeles Church of St. John; lumber storehouse in Cassell, Germany, many more examples from 

the U.S.A. [ 17967] £120 

19. DAVIDSON, Ellis A. Gothic Stonework containing the history and principles of church architecture and illustrations of the 

characteristic features of each period....  London and New York Cassell Petter and Galpin nd c 1874 [First edition?] viii+ 96pp+  

[4]pp advertising leaves, illustrated with 25 fold out plates.  Brown gilt decorated cloth. Repaired at spine to make a good copy in 

rubbed and sl. worn cloth. Sm 8vo. Useful study for details of period stonework. Aimed at craftsmen and very good on arches and 

setting out. Small orange flier bound in advertising Cassell title “New Drawing Models”.   [ 19356] £80 

20. DAVIS, Charles Thomas. A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of Bricks, Tiles, Terra - Cotta, etc.  including common, pressed, 

ornamentally shaped and enamelled bricks, drain tiles, straight and curved sewer pipes, fire-clays, fire-bricks, terra-cotta, roofing 

tiles, flooring tiles, art tiles, mosaic plates.  Philadelphia, Henry Carey Baird & Co. and London, Sampson, Low, Marston Searle & 

Rivington 1884 First edition. xx + 472pp + (8) period ads + 31pp publishers catalogue. Illustrated with frontis, 228 engravings and 6 

plates including 3 fold outs and two on pink paper. 8vo. Blind stamped cloth, gilt lettering on spine. [ 19275] £235 

21. DERRICK, Freda. Cotswold Stone  Chapman & Hall 1948 96pp illus. with b/w line ills. Some pages sl. creased, text unaffected. 

Good in sl. worn dw.  This study describes Cotswold building stone and surveys the craft of the mason. Lovely item [ 19290] £24 

22. DIBDIN, W.J. The Composition and Strength of Mortars report on the results of the experimental investigation conducted for the 

Science Standing Committee of the Royal Institute of British Architects London Royal Institute of British Architects 1911 54pp + 29 

fold out diagrams. Royal 8vo. Gilt lettered cloth. A little worn at all edges else good copy. Investigates the adhesive strength of 
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mortars based on the mix of lime, sand and cement and their application dependent on the building materials such as brick and 

stone work. [19329] £48 

23. DOBSON, C. G. Roof Tiling Comprising a short history of the craft, and outline of 

modern English methods of manufacture and of modern practice, some hints on the 

choice of a tile and on the writing of specifications for roof tiling, and an explanation 

of the methods of measurement of roof tiling, written for the use of quantity 

surveyors, their assistants and members of the building profession generally London 

Crosby Lockwood and Son 1931 With a foreword by Sir Edwin Saville. xvi + 147pp + 

(1) publishers list. xiv b/w + sepia plates, b/w line 

drawings + tables in the text. 8vo,  blue cloth, blind 

stamped upper with gilt lettering to the spine. 

Rubbed at head and base of spine else good copy. [ 

19362] £32 

24. DOBSON, Edward and SEARLE, Alfred B. A Rudimentary Treatise on the Manufacture of Bricks and 

Tiles  London, The Technical Press Ltd., 1936 14th edition revised and rewritten. Frontispiece of the 

Savoy Hotel Courtyard in glazed hollow bricks, 234pp, 136 text ills of bricks, manufacturing 

equipment etc. Red cloth. White tilte lettering on spine and upper board.  Good copy.  Covers 

manufacture of bricks, the variety of types of bricks and tiles from pantiles to concrete tiles. 

[19296] £30 

25. FROST, William and BOUGHTON, R. V. Modern Practical Brickwork  London B.T. Batsford Ltd., 
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1954 xiv + 400pp. Over 1000 illustrations including photographic plates + technical drawings, some fold-out. 8vo red cloth boards, 

with dust wrapper preserved in acetate sleeve, library shelf mark on the spine, base of the dust wrapper but no internal stamps. 

Very good copy.  [19274] £50 

26. HAMMOND, Adam. The Rudiments of Practical Bricklaying in six sections:  London, Crosby Lockwood and Son 1899 10th edition. 

xii + 116pp Illustrated with 68 woodcuts .48pp catalogue of publications at back. End papers also are advertisements for the 

Weale’s architectural series and these are printed in blue.  Buff coloured cloth. Cloth slightly grubby and worn on loower board. 

Internally very good.   [19294] £45 

27. HASLUCK, Paul N. [editor] Practical Brickwork  London Cassell and Company [Technical Manual Series] nd c160pp + 2pp period 

ads + end papers which also list publications by Cassells on building etc. Illustrated with b/w plates. Decorated cloth. Very good 

copy. Plates show details of bonds and square angles, setting out for arches etc. Very clear illustrations.  [19297] £25 

28. KELLY, Thomas. Practical Masonry, Bricklaying and Plastering both Plain and Ornamental; Containing a New and Complete 

System of Lines for Stone-cutting; for the Use of Workmen; with an Ample Detail of the Theory and Practice of Constructing Arches, 

Domes, Groins... Etc.,  London Thomas Kelly Paternoster Row. 1847 viii, 232pp, 45 plates including one fold out. 4to. Full calf, 

original boards and end papers, rebacked sympathetically with gilt lettering and rulings on the spine. This volume followed 

publication of “The Practical Carpentry, Joinery and Cabinet Making” to consider masonry, bricklaying and the ornamental art of 

plastering. The plates were drawn from works of major architects including Telford, Brunel, Perronet, Wyattville, Soane and 

others. Plates a little browned else a good copy. [19239] £160 

29. LEFÊVRE Leon [Preface by FORMIGE, M. J.-C. Translated from the French by BIRD, K.H. and BINNS, W. Moore] Architectural 

Pottery: Bricks, tiles, pipes, enamelled terra-cottas, ordinary and incrusted quarries, stoneware mosaics, faïences and architectural 

stoneware Lon don Scott, Greenwood & Son 1900 xiv,496, five plates, 950 wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Additional 36pp 
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catalogue of publishers books at end. Royal 8vo. Maroon cloth with gilt titles on spine and upper board. Rubbed at edges at at 

head and base of the spine.  Small stain on upper board. Useful text on the manufacture and use of clay based products in 

architecture. Illustrations show processes for manufacturing and examples of uses. Considered timely as a book because the 

preface observes “natural building materials such as wood and stone already show signs of exhaustion in those districts where 

they formerly existed in abundance.”   [ 19322] £120 

30. [LIMES] BURNELL, George R., Rudimentary Treatise on Limes, Cements, Mortars Concrete, Mastics, Plastering etc.  London John 

Virtue: Weales Rudimentary Series nd c1870 5th edition with appendices. vi + [ii] +  136pp + appendix of books published by the 

firm. Introductory essay by Lieut-Col Sir William Dennison. Blind stamped cloth. Gilt title on front board. Paper spine label 

replaced sympathetically and new end papers to make a very good copy of a book usually in poor condition. Useful treatise on 

limes, concretes etc.  [19252] £68 

31. [LIMES] HOLMES, Stafford. WINGATE, Michael. Building With Lime   London, ITDG, revised 2002 c310pp,  

b/w photographic and line illustrations in text, decorated wraps. 8vo. New.  Definitive text on the historic 

and current making and use of lime mortars.  Excellent for practical work or research and with a great 

bibliography. New. [17783] £22.95 

32. [LIMES] PASLEY, C. W. Observations on Limes, Calcareous Cements, Mortars Stuccos, and Concrete, and 

the Puzzolanas, natural and artificial together with rules deduced from numerous experiments for making 

an artificial water cement..... London, John Weale Architectural Library 1838 Original blind stamped cloth 

covered boards with spine label. Recased to make a sturdy copy  & with new end papers. Hard to find.  

[19265] £240 
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32. MILLAR , J.  Slating and Tiling  London English Universities Press 1937 167pp + b/w photographic plates and 84 technical 

drawings. Blue cloth with printed titles on upper board Vg. Comprehensive guide to slating, tiling and other methods of roofing. 

Fascinating insight into building techniques and practices during the period of publication.    [17175] £30 

33. NICHOLSON, Peter Esq., A  Popular and Practical Treatise on Masonry and Stone-Cutting  London, Hurst, Chance and Co.,  1831 

vii +  111pp 42 plates. Peter Nicholson (20 July 1765  – 18 June 1844) was a Scottish architect, mathematician and engineer. 

Initially, he was apprenticed to a cabinet-maker but abandoned his trade in favour of teaching and writing. He practiced as an 

architect but is best remembered for his writing on numerous practical subjects including this stone masonry treatise which 

focuses on arches etc. .Royal 8vo. Original boards, paper label. Book ticket of Thomas Murray, Glasgow. Scarce.  [19227] £280 

34. [PORTLAND STONE] Portland Stone  London, The South Western Stone Company Ltd, 1933 2nd edition July of that year 40pp 

text + b/w documentary photographs. Decorated end papers showing Portland Bill. Small 4to. Cloth spine, boards. A promotional 

book on Portland Stone aimed at Architects, Surveyors and Builders. Images largely on quarrying and transport. No photographer 

given but super images.  [19299] £28 

35. POTTER, Thomas. Concrete: its use in building and the construction of concrete walls, floors, etc.  London, E. & F.  N. Spon and F. 

W. Reynolds. 1887 Fold out frontis, illustrating a concrete villa, xvi + 191pp illustrated with text figures and one further fold out 

plates showing designs for a farm, with last few pages period ads. Brown cloth, gilt lettered. Fold out frontis has scattered foxing 

else good copy. Useful resource on concretes and cements including limes and Portland cements with details of recipes as well as 

applications in building projects.  [19287] £48 

36. PURCHASE, William R.  Practical Masonry:  A guide to the Art of Stonecutting  London  Crosby Lockwood and Son 1904 5th 

edition enlarged. 218pp illustrated with 52 litho plates, and about 400 diagrams. Decorative gilt lettered cloth. Rubbed but still a 
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very good copy of this standard source on stone cutting and setting out.  This edition is particularly useful because of its extended 

appendices on the subject.  [19276] £85 

37. RENWICK, W. G. Marble and Marble Working A handbooks for architects, sculptors, marble quarry owners and workers, and all 

engaged in the building and decorative industries London Crosby Lockwood and Son 1909 xiii + 226pp + xxii period ads. Tissue 

covered frontis showing a Carrera marble quarry. 72 b/w figures including 1 fold out plate showing panoramic view of marble 

formation at Middleton-by-Wirksworth. XIII colour plates of marble types. Blue cloth, gilt lettering on spine. Spine a little faded 

else very good copy. Excellent source on marbles, marble working with the photographs illuminating processes as well as 

providing information on types of marble.   [19284] £165 

38. SCHAFFER. R.J., The Weathering of Natural Building Stones  Building Research Establishment, Department of the Environment  

1972 reprint of the 1932 text. 8vo. x, 149 pp with 55 b/w illustrations, tables and diagrams. Slight sun fading to the dust wrapper.  

An important study, which provides a general account of the factors which cause decay of building stones and a summary of the 

best methods to reduce the incidence of decay. [19271] £35 

39. SEARLE, Alfred B. Modern Brickmaking [1911]  London, Scott Greenwood and Son 1920 2nd edition. 500pp illustrated with line 

ills and lithographic plates. 8vo. Rebound, green morocco, gilt spine, marbled boards, new end papers. Very good indeed. 

Standard study of how to make different kinds of bricks and tiles with details on composition, types and firing etc.    [19326] £65 

40. SEARLE, Alfred B. Modern Brickmaking [1911]  London, Ernest Benn Limited 1931 3rd edition. xvi + 544pp + xxvii period ads. 

Illustrated with line ills and lithographic plates. 8vo. Green morocco, gilt spine. Very good indeed. Standard study of how to make 

different kinds of bricks and tiles with details on composition, types and firing etc.  [19347] £60 
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41. SMALL Tunstall and WOODBRIDGE Christopher English Brickwork Details 1450-1750  London; The Architectural Press  nd. c1920.  

A portfolio of full size details. xvpp description of the plates + 20pp plates. Line ills. Ribbon ties, lettered boards. Portfolio. 

4to.Boards a little worn and chipped at head of spine else good. [19317] £38 

42. STONE, W. J. Building Geometry  London  Longmans, Green and Co. Ltd 1946 213pp. 430 b/w diagrams & line ills. Long 8vo. 

Decorated lettered cloth. Small split to the head of the spine. Upper board slightly creased else a  good. Building Craft Series. 

Represents a complete foundation for the study of building geometry. For architects, designers, and those interested in building. 

Useful for anyone interested in setting out.    [ 19310] £22 

43. UNITED STONE FIRMS LTD. Trade Catalogue issued under the name of the firm  Bristol Published 

by the firm Badminton House, Worcester Square, Clifton, Bristol nd146pp illustrated with b/w 

plates + full page plates showing stone samples on paste downs used to illustrate colour and 

texture of different building stones.  4to. Cloth spine, lettered boards. Very good copy although 

very slightly rubbed on the spine. United Stone Firms Ltd was an overarching company for a 

variety of stone 

suppliers and it 

was established 

in 1909 through 

the 

amalgamation  

and acquisition 

of several stone 

quarries. The 
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book explores 13 natural stone materials including Forest of Dean Pennant sandstone alongside Portland, Bath, Bristol Pennant 

and Red Wilderness stone, Shamrock Stone from Belfast and many others. It details their production, associated works and 

suitability, complemented by illustrations which show locations where building stones were used as well as images of quarrying, 

stone cutting etc. This is the scarce original edition which was re-issued as a centenary production in 2012.  United Stone Firms 

Ltd appears of overstretched itself through acquisition of other firms and went into receivership in 1913.[19174] £395    

44. WARLAND, Edmund George. (introduction by WEEKS Christopher) Modern Practical Masonry A Comprehensive Treatise on the 

Practice of the Various Branches of the Craft: General, Monumental, Marble and Granite: For the use of Craftsmen, Students, 

Teachers, Builders, & Architects. London, B.T. Batsford 1929 First Edition. xvi + 284pp with over 600 illustrations, 18 plates and 59 

photographs. 4to. Cloth covered boards with embossed title on front and spine. Spine split and boards a little dusty. Internally vg 

indeed. One of the classic works in its field, Warland's book remains an essential reference for stone masons and conservation 

practitioners working with historic buildings. It provides a clear and simple guide to the subject, based on meticulous and beautiful 

drawings. Organised in three sections, it includes chapters on construction details; methods of working particular structural 

shapes; basic and advanced geometry and setting out. This first edition also includes forms and tables omitted from later editions 

to be used as templates for costing and estimating work. These are as relevant today as they were in the 1920s. Signature on fep 

of Charles Anelay.[ 19262] £80 

45. WARNES, Arthur R. Building Stones Their Properties Decay and Preservation London Ernest Benn Limited 1926 269pp + 8pp of 

period ads. 65 plates + xi tables (in text). 8vo cloth with gilt lettering to the spine. Cloth a little bumped at the corners and sun 

faded on the upper, else a very good copy. Ownership inscription ‘Charles Anelay’ on the fep. A concise study, covers geology of 

building stones, decay, preservation etc.[19361] £45 
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46. WILLIAMS ELLIS, Clough. Cottage Building In Cob, Pisé, Chalk & Clay:   A Renaissance London Country Life 1919 First edition 

141pp frontispiece + 28 b/w plates, line illustrations in text. Cloth backed boards. Corners + head and base of spine slightly 

bumped, otherwise very good. Impressive study of vernacular building methods using mud, adobe, etc. Hard to find. A very clear 

study of these vernacular building methods. [19308] £30 

Carpentry and Joinery 

47. ELLIS, George. Modern Practical Joinery A Comprehensive Treatise on the Practice of Joiner’s Work by Hand and Machine 

London B T Batsford Ltd (1902) 19083rd edition .xv + 486 + xxi plates, 8pp period ads.. Large 8vo. Cloth slightly soiled else a very 

good copy. Written for those proposing to enter the joinery trade. Essential information on detailing for windows including sash 

window construction, doors, shutters, panelling etc. [19360] £55 

48. DAVIDSON, Ellis A. Drawing for Carpenters & Joiners  London, Cassell and Co. Limited. nd c1900 Sixteenth thousand vii + 104 + 

16pp illustrated with c250 line illustrations mostly on  fold out plates. Small 8vo. Green decorated cloth. Repaired at spine to 

make good copy. Super pocket manual packed with detailed drawings of building construction details.  [19339] £48 

49. HASLUCK, Paul N. Practical Handrailing  London, Cassell and Co. 1905 160pp  illustrated with diagrams + printed end papers 

providing catalogue of Cassell and Co. titles on building construction. 8vo. Decorated cloth. Cloth a little rubbed else a good copy. 

Paul Nooncree  Hasluck was an Australian writer and editor [1854-1931]. He wrote extensively on technical aspects of carpentry 

and woodwork and related technical subjects. At some point he moved to the UK and appears to have been based in Brixton. He 

wrote for Builders World and many of his books were compiled from articles which originally appeared there.   [19258] £30 
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50. HASLUCK, Paul N. (Editor) Cassell's Carpentry and Joinery Comprising notes on Materials, Processes, Principles, and Practice, 

including about 1,800 engravings and twelve plates London Cassell and Company, Limited 1907 567pp + 12 single sided full page 

colour plates, including frontispiece. Numerous b/w line drawings/diagrams in the text. 8vo quarter calf, gilt title on the spine. A 

very bright copy. Brilliant resource in one volume for construction details illuminated by the colour illustrations. [ 19334] £30 

51. HEWETT Cecil A. English Cathedral and Monastic Carpentry  Phillimore  1985 237pp illustrated with b/w plates and 293 pp line 

ills. Small 4to. Vg indeed.  Brilliant illustrations showing details of construction and jointing of timbers.   [ 19357] £36 

52. NEWLAND, James. The Carpenter and Joiner's Assistant Being a comprehensive treatise of the selection, preparation, and 

strength of materials and the mechanical principles of framing. With their application in carpentry, joinery and Hand-railing; also, a 

course of instruction in geometry, geometrical lines, drawing, projection, and perspective; and an illustrated glossary of terms used 

in architecture and building. London, Glasgow, Blackie & Son Limited 1869 xiii + 291pp illustrated by one hundred engraved plates 

and over 700 engravings on wood 100 plates distributed through the text. Folio, Rebound in quarter calf.    [ 19279] £185 

With covers from the part series bound in….. 

53. NEWLAND, James. The Carpenter and Joiner's Assistant: Theoretical and Practical  London, Glasgow, et.al. Blackie & Son Limited 

nd c1886 xiii + 254pp illustrated by one hundred engraved plates and over 700 engravings on wood 100 plates distributed through 

the text.  Folio. Recently rebacked preserving original boards, quarter cloth, black calf binding, gilt letters and corners. Lovely 

copy.  xiii,254p., plus 100 plates distributed as issued and over 700 text illustrations, glossary of terms, index,  James Newlands 

was the Borough Engineer of Liverpool. [19228] £340 

54. NICHOLSON, Peter.  Revised by TREDGOLD, Thomas. Practical Carpentry Joinery and Cabinet-Making Being a new and complete 

system of lines for the use of workmen, founded on accurate geometrical and mechanical principles with their application in 
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carpentry - to roof domes, centering etc; in joinery - to stairs, handrails, soffits, niches, etc; in cabinet making to furniture, both plain 

and ornamental fully and clearly explained. London Thomas Kelly 1853 xxxvi + 140 + 36+ 32 + 101 full page plates illustrating 

various carpentry joinery and cabinetmaking techniques. 4to. Quarter calf. Marbled boards, gilt lettered spine. Spine and corners 

worn and outer hinges cracked but holding. Internally very good with superb illustrations. Title page is a portrait of Nicholson.  

[19238] £120 

55. PAIN, William. Practical House Carpenter: or, Youth's Instructor: Containing a great variety of useful designs in carpentry and 

architecture London  printed for L. and J. Taylor 1794 5th edition with revisions. v ,[31], 24p. 146 plates with double page plates 

mounted on stubs. Full calf, original boards, rebacked with new spine label. Original end paper preserved but a little browned. The 

plates in this volume were erratically numbered and have in parts been renumbered in manuscript to provide a consistent 

numbering system throughout. Previous owner’s signature dated 1889 on front end paper and title.  Harris 653 [19222] £480 

56. RIDDELL, Robert, The Carpenter and Joiner, Stair Builder and Hand Railer  London, William Mackenzie, n.d.130pp with 57 full 

page plates, 4 of which are cardboard 3d cut and model pages. Folio edition.  A definitive book on 19th century joinery, the 

emphasis in this volume is primarily on the craft of stair carpentry. The quality of the plates and the overall internal condition of 

the book are superb and the completeness of the cut out section at the end is an added bonus.   [ 19237] £160 

57. SMALL Tunstall and WOODBRIDGE Christopher Architectural Turned Woodwork of the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries  London: 

The Architectural Press  nd. c.1920.  A portfolio of full size details. Text + 20 plates. Green lettered boards. Ribbon ties. Portfolio. 

4to. Worn at edge of spine and with small spit at head of spine else good copy  [19313] £35 

58. TANNER, Jr. Henry.  English Interior Woodwork of the XVI, XVII & XVIII Centuries A Series of the Best and Most Characteristic 

Examples of Chimney-Pieces, Paneling, Staircases, Doors, Screens &c. Measured and Drawn and with Introductory and Descriptive 

Text.  London, B.T Batsford 1902 viii + 10pp and 50 b/w litho plates. Folio in original cloth with gilt lettering, top edge gilt. Very 
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good indeed with light wear to spine. Some foxing to endpapers, Stamp of Ellery, Anderson and Rosier on fep. Collection of 

measured drawings and cross-sections taken from major buildings of post-Reformation England, including: Hardwick Hall, , 

Broughton Hall, Haddon Hall, Knole House, Hatfield House, Bolsover Castle, Clopton House, Thorpe Hall, Farnham Castle, 

Hampton Court, Chelsea Hospital,  various churches and Oxford and Cambridge Colleges. An impressive attempt to trace the 

development of specifically English Renaissance design, and to introduce its ‘picturesqueness and originality’ to a contemporary 

audience.   [19231] £120 

Metalwork 

59. AYRTON, Maxwell and SILCOCK, Arnold. Wrought Iron and Its Decorative Use  London Country Life Limited 1929 196pp 

illustrated with 239 b/w plates and line ills., many full page. 4to. Gilt lettered cloth. Slightly worn at head of spine with c 1cm tear 

else a  good copy of this key study of wrought iron work illustrated with lovely Country Life style photographs.  [ 19337] £95 

60. (COMYN CHING AND COMPANY LIMITED) Trade Catalogue Comyn Ching and Company Limited Architectural Metalwork 

Specialists in Ironmongery Catalogue No. 55  London Published by the firm, Upper St Martin’s Lane, London, W.C.2 viii + 144pp. B/w 

illustrations with captions. 4to red cloth boards with black stamped lettering. Spine a little faded, minor bumps to the corners else 

very good, internally very bright. Ownership inscription of V. J. Mendoza A.R.I.C.S, Chartered Quantity Surveyors, London on the 

front paste down.  Covers Architectural Metalwork, Locks & Brassfoundry Ventilators. All items illustrated and priced.   [ 19309] 

£45 

61. GIDEON, Siegfried. GEORGIADIS, Sokratis. (Introduction) Building in France, Building in Iron, Building in Ferro-concrete  Santa 

Monica, CA The Getty Center for the History of Art and the Humanities 1995 (8) + 237pp b/w illustrations with captions. small 4to 
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illustrated paper wrappers, preserved in plastic by the previous owner. Translated from the German by J. Duncan Berry. Well 

illustrated book, Manifests Gideon’s vision of architecture in the industrial era and his response to technological advances in the 

production of key building materials. [19244] £125 

62. (HOPE) Hope’s Leadwork  Smethtwick,  Henry Hope and Son 1927 Immaculate and 

effectively unopened imprint of Hope’s Leadwork catalogue. 86pp. Photographic illustations of 

their rain water goods,  flower boxes finials etc. With a couple of New York examples of their 

work in the city. Generally similar to the UK edition of this catalogue. Hard to find in this 

condition.   [18036] £48 

63. LINDSAY, John Seymour. An Anatomy of English Wrought Iron 1000 to 1800  London Alec 

Tiranti 1964 57pp text 168 illustrations.   Large 4to in dust wrapper, which is very good.  This is 

the first book written in English about domestic materials, divided into sections: A book of 

drawings on ornamental ironwork useful to understand the nuances of blacksmithing.   [ 19359] 

£50 

64. LINDSAY J. Seymour. Iron & Brass Implements of the English House [1927] Illustrated by the 

Author with an Introduction by Ralph Edwards London Alec Tiranti 1964 xi + [1] errata + 211pp 

with many b/w fig. throughout, numbered by chapter. Large 4to in dust wrapper. Dust wrapper 

slightly chipped at head of spine else very good.  This is the first book written in English about 

domestic materials, divided into sections: Hearth, Cooking, Artificial Lighting, Tobacco, 

Miscellany, and American-Colonial Metalwork.  Superb, detailed illustrations.   A very nice item.   [ 19358] £50 
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65. SMALL Tunstall and WOODBRIDGE Christopher English Wrought Ironwork of the Late Seventeenth and Early Eighteenth 

Centuries: A Portfolio of Full-Size Details  London, Architectural Press nd. c1920 ivpp plus 20 loose sheets of full size details, often 

accompanied by scale drawing of their source. Ribbon ties, lettered boards, lightly scuffed else vg. Internally, some foxing.  A 

collection of details designed as a source book for modern domestic work. A companion volume to ‘English Wrought Ironwork 

Medieval and Early Renaissance’ [19314] £38 

66. SMALL Tunstall and WOODBRIDGE Christopher English Wrought Ironwork, Medieval and Early Renaissance: A Portfolio of Full 

Size Details  London, Architectural Press nd. c1920 ivpp plus 20 loose sheets of full size details, often accompanied by scale 

drawing of their source. Ribbon ties, lettered boards. Good copy,  some foxing to text, images unaffected.  A collection of details 

designed as a source book for modern domestic work. A companion volume to ‘English Wrought Ironwork of the Late 17th and 

Early 18th Centuries’ (cat. no. 9062) [19315] £38 

67. STARKIE GARDNER, J. English Ironwork of the XVIIth & XVIIIth Centuries: An 

historical and analytical account of the development of exterior smithcraft  

London B.T. Batsford nd cl1911 xxxiv + 336pp. 88 collotype plates from 

photographs chiefly by  Horace Dan, Architect and c.150 other illustrations. 

Small 4to. Gilt decorated cloth. Very sl. rubbed at head and base of spine else a 

good copy of this standard text which is hard to find. Stamp of  H. H. Martyn & 

Co. Ltd Cheltenham [ Plasterwork firm and later aircraft manufacturers] on front 

end paper and title page. (Illustrated opposite.) [19288] £110   

68. WEAVER, Lawrence. English Leadwork its art and history  London, B. T. 

Batsford 1909 xv +268pp illus. with 441 b/w plates. Gilt lettered cloth. 4to. Very 
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good copy.  Reviews leadwork for rainwater heads etc, garden ornaments and other architectural uses. Important assessment of 

the material and its application in building.  [19250] £240 

Fixtures and Fittings 

69. ANDERSON, Richard. Lightning Conductors Their History, Nature, and Mode of Operation  London, E. & F. N. Spon, [1879] 1885 

xv + 470p + [1], illustrated with b/w line illustrations and with an index and bibliography.  Decorated cloth, gilt lettering and 

decoration on upper board.  Small tear at head of spine and cloth a little worn on spine else bright copy. Handwritten on title page 

“with the author’s compliments”. Records of public buildings struck by lightning. Main body of the work concerns installation of 

lightning conductors and their operation and purpose etc.  [19264] £55 

70. [BOLDING] John Bolding & Sons  Illustrated Catalogue of Plumbers,  ‘Engineers & Gasfitters’ Brass Work, Valve & Earthenware 

Pedestal Closets, Sanitary Earthenware, Gulleys, Air Chambers & Drain Disconnectors.... London Grosvenor Works Davies Street and 

South Molton Street  nd c1895 vii + 481pp illustrated with line illustrations. Red gilt lettered cloth. Lettering on spine a little worn.  

Internally very good but some pages a little browned. John Bolding & Sons Grosvenor Works, were situated at 56-58 Davies Street 

from 1891 to 1969. The firm was established in 1822 by Thomas Bolding in South Molton Street. The catalogue illustrates the 

exhaustive  range of plumber’s wares etc. Their building in Davies Street survives with terracotta plaques identifying it. [19260] 

£140 

71. BROAD & CO., LTD LONDON Sanitary Catalogue  London Published by the firm from 4 South Wharf Paddington nd c1931 128pp 

illustrated with photo litho plates. 8vo. Red lettered cloth a little rubbed else good. With loosely inserted typed letter 
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accompanying the catalogue. Prices given for the products listed. Includes bathroom equipment, associated pipe work etc. All 

illustrations in b/w. A good period item on inter-war bathroom and toilet fittings.   [19293] £30 

72. ECKSTEIN, G. F. A Practical Treatise on Chimneys with a few remarks on stoves, the consumption of smoke and coal ventilation 

etc., London, John Weale  and the author. 1852 xii + 153 + (1) + 9 + (1)pp. Publisher's cloth, rebacked. Rebacked sympathetically.  

Eckstein was an ironmonger from Lloyd Square, Pentonville, who specialised in stoves and cooking ranges and inevitably with all 

the associated problems of smoking chimneys and inadequate ventilation he worked to establish solutions to smoking chimneys. 

This short book is largely devoted to the correct design of flues, so crucial for the effective working of the fire beneath. Hard to 

find. [19295] £95 

73. ROTHERY, Guy Cadogan. English 

Chimney-Pieces Their Design and 

Development from the Earliest Times 

to the Nineteenth Century London 

John Tiranti and Company 1927 With 

an architectural notice by Professor 

A. L. Kocher. xi + 16pp + 190 plates. 

4to. Cloth covered boards, book 

plate of C. Reginald  Grundy on front 

paste down.  Cloth worn at edges. 

Chronologically organised, the book 

provides useful b/w photographic 

plates of fireplaces in situ with line 
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illustrations showing the details of them. Exceptionally useful source book on Chimney-Pieces.  [19273] £75 

74. (TRADE CATALOGUE) Pryke & Palmer Illustrated Catalogue General Hardware Merchants, 

Contractors to His Majesty’s Government Published by the firm, 40 & 41,Upper Thames St., & Broken 

Wharf, E.C. London nd. c.1905 xx + 800pp, profusely illustrated in b/w + colour. Large 4to blind 

stamped brown cloth with lettering on upper board. A little wear to the spine + corners bumped and 

hinges very slightly shaky else very good and internally very bright. An extensive publication showing 

a  range of domestic wares, garden equipment, tools etc. Including tiles, stoves, chimney pieces, 

greenhouses, garden furniture and water features, wrought and cast ironwork. All prices listed. In 

particular the sections on ceramic tiles and fireplaces contain superb colour images revealing the 

fashions of the day for these essential domestic elements in house designs. Additional colour images 

show domestic stained glass [2pp] and door furniture [2pp]. See illustration opposite. [19346] £460  

75. (TRADE CATALOGUE) WILLIAM DIBBEN & SONS, LTD.  Builders’ Merchants and Wholesale 

Ironmongerers, Southampton  Southampton, by the Company 1936xx+ 614 pp illustrated with 

photographic plates of items supplied and cromolithographed colour illustrations of fireplaces, 

fixtures and fittings, tiles, stained glass, paints etc. Lightly rubbed along spine else exceptionally good 

for a period trade catalogue. [6260] £170 

76. TRENDALL, E. W. [- d.1852] Examples for Interior Finishings: Consisting of single sash and folding 

doors, French windows with shutters, chimney pieces &c, with their cornices and other mouldings 

drawn the real size. Also, various examples, full size, of cornices for rooms and stair cases, base and 

surbase mouldings, architraves &c. The whole forming a book of working drawings, and adapted to all 
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persons connected with the practical parts of building. London Published by the author, Sold by J. Weale and J. Williams 1838 4pp + 

24 full page plates. Small folio, Recent marbled boards with woven cloth spine, new spine label with gilt lettering and end papers. 

Original upper paper wrapper bound in. Date misprinted on spine label. One copy on Copac. One copy in the RIBA library. Text 

pages comprise title and explanation of the plates which illustrate joinery and carpentry details for fixtures and fittings as 

described in the title. Scarce title. (See illustration opposite.) [19272] £340 

Decoration and Ornament 

77. AUDSLEY, George Ashdown and AUDSLEY, Berthold. Artistic and Decorative Stenciling: A 

practical manual on the art of stencilling on paper, wood and textile fabrics, for home adornment 

and articles of dress  London, George Allen and Company Limited. 1911 80pp, 27 plates in colour 

and monochrome and engravings in the text. Red cloth, gilt lettering. A little faded and rubbed on 

the spine and  cloth on upper board a little creased else good. Useful source for pattern design of 

the period which was the particular expert area of the George Ashdown Audsley, architect, artist, 

illustrator, writer, decorator and pipe organ designer. [19292] £30 

78. AUDSLEY, George Ashdown and AUDSLEY, Berthold. The Art of Polychromatic & Decorative 

Turning A Practical Manual for the Professional and Amateur Turner. London George Allen & 

Company Ltd 1911109pp + xxi full page plates includes colour frontispiece. 8vo red cloth with gilt 

lettering. Seminal study outlining the processes and materials involved in polychromatic and 

decorative wood turning. Scarce. (See illustration opposite.) [19280] £100 
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79. BALDRY, A.L. Modern Mural Decoration  London George Newnes Ltd 1902 xi; 186 pages. Illustrated inc. colour frontispiece by 

Frank Brangwyn, 3 colour plates and 69 b/w photo images. Gilt decorated blue cloth. Decorated end papers. Interesting  for his 

evaluation of the work of such contemporary decorative artists as Albert Moore, Gerald Moira and Henry Holiday and his 

selection of illustrations of recently executed mural decoration. Reviews techniques of application in both public and private 

buildings. [19253] £50 

80. BANKART, George P. The Art of the Plasterer: An Account of the Decorative Development of the Craft, Chiefly in England from 

the XVIth to the XVIIIth Century  London, B.T. Batsford Ltd., 1908 First edition. x + 350pp with 472 illustrations, the majority in b/w. 

Slight wear to the head of the spine and corners, but generally vg. Explores the history of plasterwork and its techniques in detail, 

from the ancient to the modern periods. With chapters on the stucco of the classic period and of the Italian Renaissance and also 

on sgraffito, pargetting, Scottish, Irish and modern plasterwork. An important historical and artistic complement to Millar's more 

technical work on the same subject, this volume demonstrates the shifting aesthetic responses to plasterwork in the early 

twentieth century.  [ 19305] £145 

81. BANKART, G. P. and BANKART G. E. Modern Plasterwork Construction: Casting and Fixing, Fibrous, Solid, and Reinforced.  London 

The Architectural Press 1926 [x], 33 plates, Loose leaf folio, printed upper board, ribbon ties. A little dusty and worn on boards  

but internally very good. An indispensable guide to fixing modern plasterwork with detailed drawings of methods. Hard to find.    [ 

19301] £200 
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82. [ CRANE] SCHAUERMANN, François Louis. CRANE, Walter. (Preface) Wood 

Carving In Practice and Theory,  As Applied to Home Arts, With Notes on Design 

having special application to Carved Wood in different styles. London Chapman 

and Hall, Limited (1890) 1892 2nd edition. xvi + 90pp + (6) including advertising 

leaf. 109 b/w line illustrations with captions. 8vo green cloth with red 

embossed motif and title on the upper board. Cloth  worn at the head and base 

of the spine, hinges + corners. Internally good. Walter Crane’s introduction 

commends the book but considers that the only source for understanding 

skilled work is the Arts and Crafts Exhibition (presumably by the Society) and 

points out this is the only route to finding autographed and skilled work. The 

drawings in this title are particularly book. Schauermann wrote a number of books on 

theory and practice relating to ornament but it is this title which is most commonly 

available. [19333] £36 

83. DUTHIE, Arthur Louis. Stencils and Stencilling for all Purposes Artistic and Decorative  

London UK: Trade Papers Publishing Company 1914 Colour frontis 159pp + [4] index, 

period ads. Sepia illustrations throughout. Small 8vo. Lovely book detailing stencil designs 

in the arts and crafts movement styles. Best known for his books on Glass and Church 

Decoration this title is a fascinating study of stenciling.  (Illustrated above.)  [19269] £45  

84. FURNIVAL, William James. Leadless Decorative Tiles, Faience and Mosaic.....  Stone, 

Staffs. W. J. Furnival 1904 xxiii + 852pp illustrated throughout with 37 full page plates 

some in colour + 329 + (11) figures in the text. 4to. Decorated cloth. A little rubbed at 
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edges of spine and corners (as usual) else very bright copy.  On the history, materials, manufacture and use of ornamental 

flooring, tiles, ceramic mosaic and decorative tiles and faience with a series of recipes for  for leadless glazes and art tile enamels. 

Important book in part written to provide information on lead free materials which Furnival promoted to eliminate lead-poisoning 

from the industry. [19247] £300   

85. GIBSON J[ohn]. S. The Wood Carver: Full Size Designs and Instructions in the Art of Wood 

Carving Edinburgh, published by the author. [1886] 1906 3rd edition. 20pp Text + 35pp 

monochrome ills.  Folio. Decorated boards, cloth spine. Very good copy. Line illustrations in 

rusty red ink throughout. Text pages discuss tools and designs and the illustrations show forms 

of decoration which can be achieved in wood carving. [19257] £125 

86. HAMILTON JACKSON, F. Mural Painting  London Sands 

and Company 1904 Handbooks for designer and craftsman 

series. xviii + 180pp 38 full page  b/w photographic plates 

with captions. 8vo blue cloth with gilt lettering. Very good 

copy. Guide to the practice of Fresco Painting, Tempera, 

Keim’s Process for Wall Painting, Encaustic Painting, Spirit 

Fresco and Oil Processes with recipes and a short 

introduction on the history of wall painting.  [ 19283] £28 

87. HASLUCK, Paul N. [editor] Practical Graining and 

Marbling  London Cassell and Company [Technical Manual 

Series] nd c1910 160pp + 2pp period ads + end papers 
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which also list publications by Cassells on building etc. Illustrated with b/w plates showing brushes, finished panels sporting 

various techniques, stencil design etc. Decorated cloth. Slightly rubbed on upper board else a  very good copy.  [19298] £25 

88. HASLUCK Paul N. Portfolio containing twenty-four plates to accompany volume on house decoration  nd c1898 Plates numbered 

a-x complete.  Description of plates on paste down. Folio, paste down label on upper board, loose leaf portfolio with ribbon ties, 

cloth spine, boards, Worn at edges and base of spine and slightly bumped on the corners. Each image is in colour c201x300mm  

mounted on sugar paper with printed titles beneath. Images all drawn by Le Maître and Bowers. Paul Hasluck’s little volume on 

house decoration was first published in 1897  [ 19029] £150 

89. HULME, F. Edward. (1841-1909), Examples for Fret-Cutting and Wood-Carving  London, Marcus Ward and Co., 1877 31pp text, 

24 lithographic plates. Folio. Cloth spine, decorated boards.  New end papers to make a very good copy. Decorated boards a little 

crocked and worn at all edges. Hulme was an amateur botanist, antiquarian and natural historian and is best known for his books 

on wild flowers where he wrote the descriptions and illustrated the plants. Hulme was also a teacher of free hand and mechanical 

drawing  firstly at Marlborough College then Kings College, London. His books  “Art Studies applied to Nature”, and this book show 

how he combined his botanical interests with design. Fascinating aesthetic movement item. (See image opposite.)    [19285] £135 

90. JENNINGS, Arthur Seymour House Painting and Decoration: A popular guide  London, Thomas Tofts 1912 182pp+ c[10]pp period 

ads for paint supplies,  illustrated with b/w plates. Red cloth. Cloth a little rubbed. Gilt lettering. “Voucher copy” stamped on title 

page.  Considers all aspect of colour mixing, applying and the advantages of water based paints. There are also chapters on paper 

hanging, marbling, staining, enamelling etc. [19328] £22 

91. MILLAR, William. (Edited by G. P. BANKART) Plastering Plain & Decorative A practical treatise on the art and craft, including full 

descriptions of materials, processes and appliances, and an account of historical plastering London B T Batsford  1927 Fourth 

edition revised and enlarged. xiii +350pp Includes 278 illustrations from photographs on 125 plates mostly new to this edition. 
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Cloth a little grubby and marked revealing it has been used for its purpose, scattered foxing on prelims else a good copy. Key work 

on all aspects of historical plastering techniques. [15784] £80 

92. MILLER, Fred. Interior decoration. A practical treatise on surface decoration. With notes on colour, stenciling, and panel painting 

with notes on colour, stencilling and panel painting London, E Menken, 3 & 5 Bury Street, Oxford Street London nd c1893 3rd 

edition ix + 146pp illustrated with line ills in b/w including fold outs  showing friezes etc. Embossed cloth. Small 8vo. Gilt lettering.[ 

19266] £40 

93. [PARSONS] THOMAS PARSONS & SONS (MITCHELL, F. Scott. - compiler) A Few 

Suggestions for Ornamental Decoration in Painters’ and Decorators’ Work  London 

Thos. Parsons & Sons (2nd ed.) 1909 176pp illustrated with real paint samples , 

room decoration schemes etc. Red cloth with gilt lettering and decoration on 

upper board.  Externally rather worn with a blue paint smudge on upper board 

and worn along spine. Possibly originally a tradesman’s copy.  Internally all 

illustrations are exceptionally bright. Name and address of previous owner in 

pencil on front pastedown. Lovely period item. Arts and crafts movement feel to 

the designs.   [19327] £65 

94. RICHARDSON, George. Book of Ceilings, composed in the style of the antique 
grotesque: designed and etched by George Richardson London, for the author 
1776 Title, engraved frontis, ii + [4] + 11 + [1]pp and 48 engraved plates (1 
double page). Large folio.. Title page, engraved dedication and text in English and 
French. Richardson states in the preface dated 1774 that he had been employed 
under “Messrs. Adam of the Adelphi... in drawing and designing upwards of 
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eighteen years’ and his ceiling designs are in the Adam Manner; one, iinded is for Lord Scarsdale’s house at Kedleston which the 
Adam Brothers were largely responsible for.”  Dedication leaf to Lord Scarsdale at Kedleston. List of subscribers included amongst 
others, Joseph Banks, William Chambers, John Carr of York, George Dance,  Joseph Pickford at Derby, Thomas Sandby and many 
house owners including the Marquis of Rockingham and Scottish house owners with whom he may have been associated when 
working with Adam. Lovely copy.  Quarter calf, marbled boards rebacked with new gilt lettering and raised bands on spine and  

new corners. Small repair patched on title page, which is a little foxed. It seems like Richardson hoped 
that this book would launch his architectural career. Eileen Harris [p388] suggests despite the long list 
of subscribers to the book did not “obviate the need for anyone to employ him personally.” ( Illustrated 
above.) Harris 735.    [ 19219] £3,450   

95. SAWARD [Blanche] C. Decorative Painting: A Practical Handbook of Painting & Etching upon various 

objects  materials for the decoration of our homes  London L Upcott Gill and New York Charles Scribner’s 

Sons nd c 1910 xx + 216pp, + 18pp of period ads. Decorative cloth. Slightly rubbed at head and base of 

spine. Decorative vignettes throughout in the text.   Front end paper browned else a good copy.  

Educational prize stamp on front paste down from Stafford College to Charles H. Eaton. On the various 

processes and methods of applying materials to create decorative effects for domestic interiors with 

notes on painting on textiles, wall surfaces, metals, glass etc. Useful source book.   [ 18748] £120 

96. SMALL Tunstall and WOODBRIDGE Christopher Mouldings of the Tudor Period: a portfolio of full size 

sections  London The Architectural Press nd. c1920.   20 plates. Good in original boards. Loose leaf folio. Ribbon ties.  Useful 

source. for this period. Explanatory 4pp description of the plates loosely inserted. Locations of premises form where the 

mouldings are taken are given. Companion volume to Mouldings of the Wren and Georgian Period.   [19316] £38 
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97. SMALL Tunstall and WOODBRIDGE Christopher Mouldings of the Wren and Georgian Periods: A Portfolio of Full Size Sections 

London The Architectural Press nd 1928 xvpp introduction,  including list of plates. + 20 single sided full page plates from actual 

details 4to. Portfolio. Ribbon ties. 4to. Very good indeed. One of a series of very 

useful sources for period details.  [ 19318] £38 

98. TURNER, Laurence. with an introduction by BOLTON, Arthur T.  Decorative 

Plasterwork in Great Britain  London, Country Life 1927 xxxviii + 271pp with 338 

b/w illustrations. Cloth with decorative gilt title, bumped at corners and spine, 

with some faint staining, otherwise good. Top edge gilt, some foxing to other 

edges. Internally lacks marbled fep and a little dusty on title else bright. 

Organised chronologically to produce a survey from the reign of Henry VIII to 

the 1790s. With a final chapter on the ‘repair of old ceilings’.  (see image 

opposite) [19046] £120 

99. VERRALL, W.  The Modern Plasterer A practical work on plastering, decorative 

plasterwork, rough casting, cement-washes, plastic floors, artificial marbles, etc. 

London Caxton Publishing Company Ltd n.d  c.1925-30 Two volumes with special 

contributions by Herbert Jeans and J. Turner. Vol 1 xi + 230pp + vii full page single sided b/w plates, text illustrated with line b/w 

line drawings. Vol 2 ix + 238pp, + xi full page single sided b/w plates, text illustrated with b/w line drawings. Small 4to. Blind 

stamped brown cloth with gilt lettering on the upper. Minor chip to the head of the spine on vol. 2 else very good indeed. 

Comprehensive on methods of working with plaster and cement. A number of full page plates, illustrating fibrous plaster ceiling 

and mural ornament carried out by the Associated Crafts Limited, Cricklewood and by Messrs. Humphreys Ltd, Knightsbridge, 

London.   [ 19306] £85 
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Treatises’ on Building, Dictionaries of Buildings and Instructional 
sets 

100. BURN, R. Scott. Building Construction: showing the employment of timber, lead and iron work in the practical construction of 

buildings London and Glasgow, William Collins & Sons., 1877 256pp, 481 text figures. 8vo. Original blind stamped cloth. End 

papers are adverts for other books published by the firm. Nice copy. Exceptionally clear diagrams showing construction details 

throughout thus a very good manual of construction aimed at those working in the field.  [19291] £45 

101. BURN, Robert Scott. Working Drawings & Designs Architecture and Building with essays on various subjects richly illustrated 

with woodcuts  London A. Fullerton & Co. nd  c1880 (8) + 32 + 8 + 20 + 8 + 26 + 12 + 14 + 8 + 24 + 8, 48 numbered folding plates, 6 

other folding plates and 1 further lettered a-g. Text pages illustrated with woodcut illustrations comprising plans and diagrams 

and drawings of details. Folio.  Quarter calf, green cloth, gilt lettered spine and upper board. Rubbed on all corners and along 

spine. Marbled end paper, reinforced. Superb period reference for building details.  [19331] £270 

102. BURN, Robert Scott.. Modern Building and Architecture: a Series of Working Drawings and Practical Designs; Including 

Numerous Examples From the Paris and Havre International Exhibitions, With Papers on Technical Subjects richly illustrated with 

wood engravings London and Edinburgh A. Fullerton & Co. nd c1880 248pp including index + 52 double page engraved plates all 

mounted on stubs. Quarter calf, blue decorated board. Rebacked and with new corners and gilt lettered label to make a very good 

and sturdy copy of this huge book. First essay is on working class housing. Additional articles on aspects of building construction. 

Fascinating publication with details from the buildings constructed for the Paris Exhibition of 1867 etc. Plates include double page 

images of greenhouses, glass structure, houses in various styles: gothic to Italianate, tunnels, lodges, park gates etc. Massive study 
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with exceptionally good details of buildings and structures featured in the book. Makes you feel like building something yourself.  

[19332] £240 

103. CAROE, Alban D. R.  Old Churches and Modern Craftsmanship  Oxford, University Press 1949 xxi + 223pp with 24 b/w plates 

and line diagrams within the text. Boards. Front boards creased, otherwise a good copy. Rubbed d/w with 5cm chip missing from 

front wrap. Inscribed by the author on fep. Authoritative study of the problems and solutions associated with the structural repair 

of ecclesiastical buildings by this key figure in church conservation. [ 7089] £46 

104. DOBSON, E. Rudiments of the Art of Building  London: John Weale 1901 2nd edition. 154pp illus with 111 figs in the text  + 

catalogue of John Weale Publications. Red blind stamped flimsy cloth with pasted down label on front board. Covers general 

principles of construction, design and detailing.  [19278] £25 

105. EASSIE, William. Healthy Houses. A Handbook to the History, Defects and Remedies of Drainage, Ventilation, Warming, and 

Kindred Subjects London Simpkins, Marshall and Co 1872 viii + 228pp + 12pp of period ads, over 300 b/w illustrations. 8vo, re-

bound in brown cloth with gilt title to the spine, a very good copy.  [ 19282] £45 

106. GLANVILLE, W. H. (Editor) Modern Concrete Construction: A Comprehensive and Practical Treatise Dealing with Every Phase of 

Concrete Materials and Modern Construction  London The Caxton Publishing Company Limited. nd c. 1939 Four Volumes. Vol 1: x + 

304pp. Vol 2: Viii 276pp. Vol 3: viii + 334 pp Vol 4: viii + 315pp. Small 4to. Black rexene with blind stamped upper and gilt lettering 

on the spine. Comprehensive study of concrete construction. Illustrated with many b/w photographic plates showing modern 

movement architecture, the industrial landscape, construction methods, machinery + people at work. [19351] £60 
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107. GUNN, Edwin, Little Things that Matter for Those who Build  The Architectural Press 1925 

2nd revised edition 82pp illus. with 77 line ills showing detailed building fixings etc. Cloth 

backed boards. A very good copy of this dependable book for building details. There is useful 

marginal comments on the building techniques in a neat hand in the book commenting on the 

proposed approaches by Gunn which add rather than subtract from the interest in the book. 

[19254] £20  

108. HELLYER, S. Stevens. The Plumber and Sanitary Houses A Practical Treatise on the Principles 

of Internal Plumbing Work, or the Best means for effectually excluding Noxious Gases from our 

Houses. London B. T. Batsford. [1877] nd c 1893 Fifth Edition. xiv + 480pp + 23 full page plates 

including 5 fold-out. Line illustrations in the text. 8vo. Decorated cloth with gilt lettering on the 

spine and upper board. Slightly creased at the head and base of the spine, corners a little 

bumped else very good indeed. Seminal account of domestic sanitation.  [19348] £80 

109. INNOCENT, C. F.  The Development of English Building Construction  Cambridge, University Press 1916 First edition. xiv +294pp 

with 73 b/w illustrations. Original cloth, bumped at corners and head and base of spine. Cloth a little darkened.  Survey of English 

building construction focusing on smaller secular buildings. Part of the Cambridge Technical Series. [19286] £45 

110. INNOCENT, C. F.  The Development of English Building Construction  Newton Abbot, David & Charles Reprints 1971(14) + viii 

+294pp with 73 b/w illustrations. Cloth in d/w, very good indeed. Reprint of this work originally published in 1916 as part of the 

Cambridge Technical Series, with a new introduction and bibliography by Sir Robert de Zouche Hall. Survey of English building 

construction focusing on smaller secular buildings. [19261] £35 
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111. JAGGARD W. R. [RIBA] Plates of Building Construction by the late W R Jaggard with an introduction by Professor A.E. Richardson 

F.R.I.B.A. London. The Architectural Press, nd c 1940   4pp + XVI b/w plates, Folio. Loose leaf with ribbon ties issued from the 

Architectural Press War Address in Cheam. Detailed drawings for brickwork, masonry carpentry, roof trusses, cast iron fronts and 

metal window frames, tiling and slating, plumbing and plasterwork details etc. Very useful drawings showing details of joints and 

junctions etc. Introduction by Richardson notes that this publication was being completed at the time of Jaggard’s death. Cloth 

spine and lettered boards are a little dusty. Internally very good copy. [19330] £40 

112. LAXTON, Henry. Examples of Building Construction for 1856-57 intended as an aide-memoire for the professional man and the 

operative being  series of working drawings to a large scale exemplifying the arrangement an details adopted in carrying out the 

several branches of trade requisite for public and private edifices  London The Offices, Arundel Street, The Strand 1857 Title page, 

description of the plates and index to them, 80 lithographed plates mounted on stubs. Folio. Quarter calf, cloth boards, rebound, 

red spine label, gilt lettered and raised bands with gilt decoration. Title page a little dusty else very good copy.   Large scale and in 

some cases full scale details from actual construction projects by major architects of the day including Charles Barry, the Wyatts’ 

and many others.  For period details this is an essential reference for windows designs, railings, stonework etc. The publication 

was issued irregularly between 1853 - 1867 as an occasional series. Six related volumes, although not exactly in the same format 

appear to have been produced.  [ 19323] £220 

113. LAXTON, Henry. Examples of Building Construction:  intended as an aide-memoire for the professional man and the operative 

being series of working drawings to a large scale exemplifying the arrangement an details adopted in carrying out the several 

branches of trade requisite for public and private edifices   London The Offices, Arundel Street, The Strand 1858.  Title page, 1 page 

listing buildings and architects and providing index to the 80 lithographed plates mounted on stubs. Folio. Quarter calf, cloth 

boards. Rebound, red spine label, gilt lettered and raised bands with gilt decoration. The book reproduces building details from 

named buildings. Architects include Scott, Belcher etc. Building types range from Liverpool Docks to Surbiton Villas.  Henry Laxton 
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was editor of the Civil Engineer and Architect’s Journal and with his brother William produced the famed Builders Price Books. He 

was also a practitioner in architecture and landscape and laid out the design for the Royal Botanic Gardens amongst  other 

projects. The publication was issued irregularly between 1853 - 1867 as an occasional series. Six related volumes, although not 

exactly in the same format appear to have been produced. [19324] £220 

114. LEE, Leslie A. and REEKIE, R. Fraser. Descriptive Geometry for Architects and Builders London Edward Arnold & Co (1943) 1945 

Second edition, second printing. vii + (1) + 222pp + (2) + vi b/w plates. Line drawings in the text. 8vo. Light brown cloth stamped 

title on the spine and upper. Some internal pencil annotations. Very good. Useful handbook outlining the principles of geometry, 

perspectives etc.  Exceptionally good illustrations showing construction details.  [19350] £25 

115. MAITLAND, Fowler. Building Estates: A rudimentary treatise on the 

development, sale, purchase, and general management of building land. 

Including the formation of streets and sewers, and the requirements of 

sanitary authorities. London Crosby Lockwood and Son (1883) 1900 

Third Edition. Vi + 114pp 3 folding plates, 23 fig + tables in the text. 

16pp catalogue of the Weale’s Series of Scientific and Technical Works 

+ 48pp publisher’s catalogue, printed end papers + pastedown. 8vo 

cloth, head of the spine a little worn, else very good. Prefiguring 

twentieth century town planning, this book proposes a holistic 

approach to the planning of residential estates. [19336] £28 

116. NEVE, Richard. The City and Country Purchaser’s and Builder’s 

Dictionary or the Complete Builder’s Guide  London, Printed for B. Sprint, 
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D. Browne, J. Osborn, S. Birt, H. Lintot and A. Wilde 1736 3rd edition corrected and improved throughout. First published in 1703.  

Frontis,  xvi + 188pp.  Frontis shows the principal front and plan of the apartments of the Earl of Burlington’s House at Chiswick. [ 

first time this image appears as the frontispiece to this book]. On front paste down states “John Wilson His Book”. Rear paste 

down gives name in pencil of a later owner 1767 Richard Dickinson. Verso of title page has contemporary naive drawing on it, 

some wormholes to page edges in heart of the book. Full calf, repaired at head of spine and with new spine label.  (See illustration 

above.) Harris 587 [19218] £600 

117. NICHOLSON, Peter. [1765-1844] The New and Improved Practical Builder and Workman’s Companion in three volumes: Vol. 1  

Geometry, Carpentry, Joinery and Cabinet Making: Vol. 2. Masonry, Bricklaying, Plastering, slating, Painting, Glazing and Plumbing. 

Vol. 3. Theory and Practice of the Five Orders, Gothic Architecture, Perspective, Projections, Fractions, Decimal Arithmetic etc.. 

London Thomas Kelly 1835 Three volumes;  Quarter calf, marbled boards. Green gilt lettered spine labels. Rubber at head and 

base of spine and corners else attractive set in original binding. Plates have 

scattered foxing throughout. Paginated by sections. 100s of plates including 

some fold outs.  Double frontis to volume I including portrait of Nicholson.  

[19232] £325 

118. NICHOLSON, Peter (1765–1844) An Architectural and Engineering 

Dictionary Containing a Correct Nomenclature and Derivation of the Terms 

Employed by Architects, Builders, and Workmen. Exhibiting, in a Perspicuous 

Point of View, the Theory and Practice of the Various Branches of Architecture 

and Engineering, in Carpentry, Joinery, Masonry, Bricklaying, and their 

Dependence on Each Other; the Sciences Necessary to be Understood; and 

the Lives of the Principal Architects. The Whole Forming a Complete Guide to 
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the Science of Architecture and the Art of Building. In Two Volumes, 281 Plates. by Peter Nicholson, Architect. London: John Weale 

at the Architectural Library 1835 2 v. xlvi, 475, 913pp, 281pp plates, 4to. Full calf with gilt rulings. Raised bands and red gilt 

lettered spine labels. Marbled edges and endpapers. Some foxing  to preliminaries else very good. This work, initially published 

under the title “An Architectural Dictionary” was to establish Nicholson’s reputation as a national authority on building technology 

at a time when the building industry was changing rapidly under the influence of scientific research.   [ 14231] £425 

119. [NICHOLSON] LOMAX, Edward. GUNYON, Thomas. Nicholson’s Dictionary of the Science and Practice of Architecture, Building, 

Carpentry, Etc., Etc., Etc. From the Earliest Ages to the Present Time. With Detailed Estimates, Quantities, Prices Etc., London/New 

York The London Printing and Publishing Company Limited nd c1852 2 volumes, 4to quarter calf with gilt title on the spine. Vol 1 iv 

+ 516pp + 100 b/w single sided plates. Vol 2 iv + 604pp + 111 b/w single sided plates. [19320] £145 

120. POWYS, A. R., Repair of Ancient Buildings  London J. M. Dent Ltd 1929 208pp, illustrated with 40 b/w line drawings and plates. 

Green cloth. First edition. Bright copy but some pages sl. foxed. This is a key text for traditional building methods to be applied to 

the conservation of old buildings. Covers brickwork, mortars, glass, woodwork, roofing etc. A R Powys was a key figure and 

founding member of the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings which has always been in the forefront of British building 

conservation. [15873] £45 

121. [SKYRING] Skyring's Builders' Prices:  containing a weekly journal and fifty two ruled pages for daily time accounts enlarged 

abstract of the New Buildings’ Act with all the modifications of the same and a variety of useful information. London W H Skyring 

1854 Forty-fourth edition. [1-6] + 7-196 +[4]pp advertising leaves. Rebound, gilt lettered spine, original paper wrappers pasted 

onto upper and lower boards. Sturdy copy. W. H. Skyring was a surveyor. From the early 19th century he compiled lists of joiners, 

carpenters, and other construction trades operations with prices for the operations. How much materials should cost, how much 

labour should be, etc. His lists were an accepted standard for wages.  [19236] £160 
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122. STUART, Robert. [R. Stuart is a pseudonym for Robert Stuart Meikleham]. A Dictionary of Architecture: Historical, Descriptive, 

Topographical, Decorative, Theoretical, and Mechanical, Alphabetically Arranged, Familiarly Explained, and Adapted to the 

Comprehension of Workmen London Jones & Co. (late Lackington's,) Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square nd [1830]3 volumes. 

Illustrated with One Thousand Drawings of Subjects referred to in the Work.  [vol. 1-2.] Text. [vol.1] AAR - CYZ [vol.2 DAD - ZOT-- 

[vol. 3.] Plates. Appendix. no. 1: Chronological tables of the principal architects of different countries; Appendix. no. 2: A manual of 

architectural bibliography, arranged in classes; Appendix. no. 3: Brief heads of jurisprudence, as far as it is connected with 

architecture: v. 2, [79] p. at end. 8vo. Quarter calf, marbled boards, gilt labels, tooling and ruled edges.  Rebacked with parts of 

original spine conserved in contrasting coloured leather. Internally very good. [19217] £240 

123. STURGIS, Russell. (1836–1909) Illustrated Dictionary of Architecture and Building A dictionary of architecture and building; 

biographical, historical, and descriptive, by Russell Sturgis ... and many architects, painters, engineers, and other expert writers, 

American and foreign ... New York, The Macmillan Company; London, Macmillan & Co., Ltd.,  

1901-1902.3 volumes. 3 v. frontis., illus., plates. Gilt decorated cloth. Very good set. Russell 

Sturgis was an American architect and art critic of the 19th and early 20th centuries. He was 

one of the founders of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1870. Massive compendium of 

architectural detail, designers etc. Although his best known buildings are probably The 

Battell Chapel at Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut; the Flower Hospital in New 

York City his legacy is really as a writer, abandoning design for writing about design in the 

1880s.[ 19364] £280 

124. SUTCLIFFE, G. Lister. (General Editor) The Principles & Practice of Modern House 

Construction Including Plan and Design, Construction, Water-Supply and Fittings, Sanitary 

Fittings & Plumbing, Drainage & Sewerage-Disposal, Warming, Ventilation, Lighting, Stables & 
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Cow-Houses, Sanitary Law, &c. London Gresham Publishing Company 1909 2v. Vol.1: xvi + [2] +502pp, Vol.2: xvi + [2] + 536pp. 

Over 700 illustrations including full page plates, fold outs, plans. 4to. Quarter brown leather with gilt lettering and decoration on 

banded spine over green cloth. A little rubbed, but else very good indeed, especially internally. All edges marbelled. Previous 

owner’s signature to feps. A handsome set of specialist articles on all aspects of house construction.   [ 15244] £80 

125. SUTCLIFFE, G. Lister. (General Editor) The Modern Plumber and Sanitary Engineer. 6 vols. Treating of plumbing, sanitary work, 

ventilation, heating (Electric and other) hot water services, gas-fitting, electric lighting, bell work, glazing etc.  London The Gresham 

Publishing Co. nd c 1910 Pagination runs through each pair of volumes, vols 1 and 2 preliminary pages + 342pp, vols 3 and 4 

preliminary pages + 359pp, vols 3 and 4 preliminary pages + 412pp. Over 1000 illustrations including full page plates and fold-

outs. Small 4to. Green decorated cloth with gilt lettering.  Front boards depict "Hygieia". One or two volumes show signs of wear 

to cloth and edges else generally a brighter than usual  set of this comprehensive text on all aspect of plumbing. Whilst the 

general editor was Sutcliffe there are specialist articles by sixteen individual contributors on aspects of Edwardian plumbing and 

engineering. Sutcliffe also edited the Principles and Practice of Modern House Construction. [6909] £110 

126. SUTCLIFFE, G. Lister. [Editor] The Modern Carpenter Joiner and Cabinet - Maker: A Complete Guide to Current Practice. With 

Contributions from Many Specialists  London The Gresham Publishing Company, 1903-4  Eight volumes.  4to.  Fabulous b & w 

illustrations and diagrams. Talwin Morris Binding. Very good set. Sutcliffe was an architect and author of a range of set of 

publications on building and construction. He worked for the Ealing Tenants as chief designer and planner and his preferred style 

was the arts and craft movement. He worked at Brentham Garden Suburb then succeeded Raymond Unwin as consultant 

architect at Hampstead Garden Suburb. All too often these instruction sets are overlooked as source material for the period but 

this set is particularly bright and fascinating in its range of articles on aspects of carpentry, cabinet making etc. [19259] £160  
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127. TARBUCK, Edward Lance.[Editor] The Encyclopedia of Practical Carpentry and Joinery comprising the choice, preservation and 

strength of materials, explanation of the theory and practical details, a complete system of lines for the carpenter, joiner and 

staircase builder....etc Leipzig and Dresden   A. H. Payne and London J. Hagger ndc1860?[4] + 236 + [2] + xivpp. 50 + 77 

llithographed plates. Some plates hand coloured in red and blue. Quarto. Quarter calf, cloth covered boards, Gilt decorated spine 

with red spine label. Worn at head and base of spine and edges, foxing to prelims. Loosely inserted original drawing of Brigend 

bank building[ on tracing paper] and some other loosely inserted drawings of a cottage hospital design. The illustrations 

reproduce a range of designs of roofs including by C R Cockerell, J M Barry [ Royal College of Surgeons] and Mansard [Hotel des 

Invalides, Paris]. The material on roofs links into the loosely inserted material which includes material on span roofs.   [ 19363] 

£140 

128. WYNDHAM TARN E.  An Elementary Treatise on the Construction of Roofs of Wood and Iron, deduced chiefly from the works of 

Robison, Tredgold and Humber. (Third edition) London, Crosby Lockwood and Son 1893 viii + 128pp + 

48pp publisher’s list, with 67 diagrams and figures.  In original cloth, slightly browned on spine 

otherwise in good condition. Technical information on construction is illustrated with numerous 

case studies, including churches, theatres & railway stations (particularly in London).   [ 13179] £36 

And finally this history of the firm 

129. STAPLETON, H. E. C: PACE, G. G. and DAY, J. E. A. Skilful Master Builder: William Anelay Limited  

York William Anelay Ltd in association with Sessions York  1975 72pp illustrated with b/w plates. 4to. 

Decorated wrappers. Vg. Cover design by Russell Platt. History of this important building firm.  

Illustrations reveal family members and selected projects by the firm. Includes list of completed jobs 

to the date of publication. [16716] £35  
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Ordering 

1. Ordering: Orders may be placed by phone, fax, e-mail or letter. It is recommended that you order by fax, e-mail or phone. 24 hour 
answering service.  Email books@janetteray.co.uk. Telephone 01904 623088, Fax 01904 620814 
 
2. Payment: On receipt of books or pro forma invoice if sent. Visa, MasterCard  AMEX and Eurocard accepted. Bank details for  direct 
transfer payments provided on request.3. Overseas customers may pay by electronic transfer in Sterling directly to our bank account. 
 
3. Dispatch & postal charges: At cost. UK parcels sent by Parcelforce 48 hour service or Royal Mail unless otherwise requested. 
Charges rarely exceed £9.45 for any service. Overseas parcels sent airmail unless otherwise requested. 
 
4. Books can be returned if found to be unsatisfactory or defective.  Notice should be given within 7 days.  
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